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Memory Retrieval 

Retrieval Mechanisms 

•  Tip-of-the-tongue phenomena 
•  Encoding Specificity  
•  Reconstructed Memories 

– Schemas 
– Misinformation Effect 

Tip-of-the-Tongue Phenomena 

•  Brown & McNeil (1966) 
–  Had people supply the definitions for uncommon 

English words 

•  Retrieval 
–  Supplied word 
–  Did not know word 
–  Tip-of-the-tongue state 

•  Accuracy 
–  49% - first letter; 48% - number of syllables 
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Interference in TOT States 

•  Interference 
– Similar word blocks retrieval of correct word 

•  Priming 
–  Incorrect word activated 
–  Incorrect word keeps receiving activation at 

each retrieval 
•  Activation fades 

•  Correct retrieval results 

Retrieval Failure 

•  Tulving & Pearlstone (1966) 
–  2 groups studied list of 48 items 

•  4 words from 12 categories 
–  Items preceded by category names 

•  Crimes – treason, theft, arson… 
– Free recall task at testing 

•  Cued recall for 1 group  

Encoding Specificity 
(Tulving & Thompson, 1973) 

•  Predicts which information serves as a good 
retrieval cue 

•  Items are not stored in memory as isolated, 
individual items 
–  Items encoded into a richer memory 

representation 
•  Associations formed at encoding tend to be 

good retrieval cues 
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Encoding Specificity: Context 
Effects 

Context Effects & Deja Vu 

•  Can mentally reinstate context 
–  Improves retrieval accuracy 

•  Déjà vu 
– Paranormal experience? 
– Context Cues 

•  Cues in current situation unconsciously 
retrieve memory of similar, previously 
experienced situations 
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Encoding Specificity: State 
Dependent Memory 

•  State dependent memory 
•  Mood dependent memory 

– Events associated with moods 
– Moods can act as retrieval cues 

Reconstructed Memories 

•  Existing knowledge can influence encoding 
of information  
– This, in turn, influences retrieval 

•  Schemas can affect recall for events, places, 
or people. 

Schemas and Inferences in 
Memory 

•  People add their own general knowledge to 
encountered material 
– Remember that this information was presented 

in the original material 
•  Bartlett (1932) 
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Reconstructive Memory 

•  Memory for meaningful material is 
reconstructive 

•  Two lines of evidence 
– Omissions 
– Normalization 

•  Bartlett the first to propose the schema 
construct 
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False Recognition and Recall 

•  Information can be 
falsely recognized or 
recalled when it 
matches our scripts 
–  Includes our scripts for 

what typically occurs 
during a crime 

Eyewitness Memory 
Holst & Pezdek (1992) 

•  Asked Ss to list all the events typically associated 
with a robbery 

•  Tape-recorded transcript of mock trial 
–  4 robbery events stated 
–  4 robbery events unstated 

•  Tested memory (1 week delay) 
–  Recalled 31% stated events; 15% unstated events 

•  Misleading information 
–  Recalled 25% unstated events 

Misinformation Effect 
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Misinformation Effect 
(Estimates) 


